We study the application of spectral clustering, prediction and visualization methods to graphs with negatively weighted edges. We show that several characteristic matrices of graphs can be extended to graphs with positively and negatively weighted edges, giving signed spectral clustering methods, signed graph kernels and network visualization methods that apply to signed graphs. In particular, we review a signed variant of the graph Laplacian. We derive our results by considering random walks, graph clustering, graph drawing and electrical networks, showing that they all result in the same formalism for handling negatively weighted edges. We illustrate our methods using examples from social networks with negative edges and bipartite rating graphs.
Introduction
Many graph-theoretic data mining problems can be solved by spectral methods which consider matrices associated with a given network and compute their eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Common examples are spectral clustering, graph drawing and graph kernels used for link prediction and link weight prediction. In the usual setting, only graphs with unweighted or positively weighted edges are supported. Some data mining problems however apply to signed graphs, i.e. graphs that contain positively and negatively weighted edges. In this paper, we show that many spectral machine learning methods can be extended to the signed case using specially-defined characteristic matrices.
Intuitively, a positive edge in a graph denotes proximity or similarity, and a negative edge denotes dissimilarity or distance. Negative edges are found in many types of networks: social networks may contain not just "friend" but also "foe" links, and connections between users and products may denote like and dislike. In other cases, negative edges may be introduced explicitly, as in the case of constrained clustering, where some pairs of points must or must not be in the same cluster. These problems can all be modeled with signed graphs.
Spectral graph theory is the study of graphs using methods of linear algebra [4] . To study a given graph, its edge set is represented by an adjacency matrix, whose eigenvectors and eigenvalues are then used. Alternatively, the Laplacian matrix or one of several normalized adjacency matrices are used. In this paper, we are concerned with spectral graph mining algorithms that apply to signed graphs. In order to do this, we define variants of the Laplacian and related matrices that result in signed variants of spectral clustering, prediction and visualization methods.
We begin the study in Section 2 by considering the problem of drawing a graph with negative edges and derive the signed combinatorial graph Laplacian. In Section 3, we give the precise definitions of the various signed graph matrices, and derive basic results about their spectrum in Section 4. In Section 5 we derive the normalized and unnormalized signed Laplacian from the problem of signed spectral clustering using signed extensions of the ratio cut and normalized cut functions. In Section 6, we define several graph kernels that apply to signed graphs and show how they can be applied to link sign prediction in signed unipartite and bipartite networks. In Section 7 we give a derivation of the signed Laplacian using electrical networks in which resistances admit negative values. We conclude in Section 8.
edges should be drawn as far from each other as possible.
Positively Weighted Graphs
We now describe the general method for generating an embedding of the nodes of a graph into the plane using the Laplacian matrix.
Given a connected graph G = (V, E, A) with positively weighted edges, its adjacency matrix (A ij ) gives the positive edge weights when the vertices i and j are connected, and is zero otherwise. We now want to find a two-dimensional drawing of the graph in which each vertex is drawn near to its neighbors. This requirement gives rise to the following vertex equation, which states that every vertex is placed at the mean of its neighbors' coordinates, weighted by the weight of the connecting edges. For each node i, let X i ∈ R 2 be its coordinates in the drawing, then
Rearranging and aggregating the equation for all i we arrive at
where D is the diagonal matrix defined by D ii = j A ij and L = D − A is the combinatorial Laplacian of G.
In other words, X should belong to the null space of L, which leads to the degenerate solution of X containing constant vectors, as the constant vector is an eigenvector of L with eigenvalue 0. To exclude that solution, we require additionally that the column vectors of X are orthogonal to the constant vector, leading to X being the eigenvectors associated with the two smallest eigenvalues of L different from zero. This solution results in a well-known satisfactory embedding of positively weighted graphs. Such an embedding is related to the resistance distance (or commute time distance) between nodes of the graph [1] .
Signed Graphs
We now extend the graph drawing method described in the previous section to graphs with positive and negative edge weights. To adapt (2.1) for negative edge weights, we interpret a negative edge as an indication that two vertices should be placed on opposite sides of the drawing. Therefore, we take the opposite coordinates −X j of vertices j adjacent to i through a negative edge, and use the absolute value of edge weights to compute the mean, as pictured in Figure 1 . We will call this construction antipodal proximity. This leads to the vertex equation
resulting in a signed Laplacian matrixL =D − A in which we takeD ii = j |A ij |:
As with L, we must now choose eigenvalues ofL close to zero as coordinates. As we will see in the next section, L is always positive-semidefinite, and is positive-definite for graphs that are unbalanced, i.e. that contain cycles with an odd number of negative edges.
To obtain a graph drawing fromL, we can thus distinguish three cases, assuming that G is connected:
• If all edges are positive,L = L and we arrive at the solution given by the ordinary Laplacian matrix.
• If the graph is unbalanced,L is positive-definite and we can use the eigenvectors of the two smallest eigenvalues as coordinates.
• If the graph is balanced, its spectrum is equivalent to that of the corresponding unsigned Laplacian matrix, up to signs of the eigenvector components. Using the eigenvectors of the two smallest eigenvalues (including zero), we arrive at a graph drawing with all points being placed on two parallel lines, reflecting the perfect 2-clustering present in the graph. Figure 2 shows example graphs with positive edges drawn in green and negative edges in red. All edges have weight ±1, and all graphs contain cycles with an odd number of negative edges. Column (a) shows all graphs drawn using the eigenvectors of the two largest eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A. Column (b) shows the unsigned Laplacian embedding of the graphs by setting all edge weights to +1. Column (c) shows the signed Laplacian embedding. The embedding given by the eigenvectors of A is clearly not satisfactory for graph drawing. As expected, the graphs drawn using the ordinary Laplacian matrix place nodes connected by a negative edge near to each other. The signed Laplacian matrix produces a graph embedding where negative links span large distances across the drawing, as required.
Toy Examples

Definitions
In this section, we give the definition of the combinatorial and normalized signed Laplacian matrices of a graph and derive their basic properties. The combinatorial Laplacian matrix of signed graphs with edge weights restricted to ±1 is described in [12] where it is called the Kirchhoff matrix (of a signed graph). A different Laplacian matrix for signed graphs that is not positive-semidefinite is used in the context of knot theory [19] . That same Laplacian matrix is used in [16] to draw graphs with negative edge weights. For graphs where all edges have negative weights, the matrix D + A may be considered, and corresponds to the Laplacian of the underlying unsigned graph [5] .
Let G = (V, E, A) be an undirected graph with vertex set V , edge set E, and nonzero edge weights described by the adjacency matrix A ∈ R V ×V . We will denote an edge between nodes i and j as (i, j) and write i ∼ j to signify that two nodes are adjacent. If (i, j) is not an edge of the graph, we set A ij = 0. Otherwise, A ij > 0 denotes a positive edge and A ij < 0 denotes a negative edge. Unless otherwise noted, we assume G to be connected.
Laplacian Matrix
Given a graph G with only positively weighted edges, its ordinary Laplacian matrix is a symmetric V × V matrix that, in a general sense, captures relations between individual nodes of the graph. The Laplacian matrix is positive-semidefinite, and its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse can be interpreted as a forest count [3] and can be used to compute the resistance distance between any two nodes [14] .
V ×V of a graph G with nonnegative adjacency matrix A is given by
with the diagonal degree matrix D ∈ R V ×V given by
The multiplicity of the Laplacian's eigenvalue zero equals the number of connected components in G. If G is connected, the eigenvalue zero has multiplicity one, and the second-smallest eigenvalue is known as the algebraic connectivity of the graph [4] . The eigenvector corresponding to that second-smallest eigenvalue is called the Fiedler vector, and has been used successfully for clustering the nodes of G [6].
Signed Laplacian Matrix
If applied to signed graphs, the Laplacian of Equation (3.5) results in an indefinite matrix, and thus cannot be used as the basis for graph kernels [19] . Therefore, we use a modified degree matrixD [12] .
where the signed degree matrixD ∈ R V ×V is the diagonal matrix given bȳ
We prove in Section 4 that the signed Laplacian matrix is positive-semidefinite.
Two different matrices are usually called the normalized Laplacian, and both can be extended to signed graphs. We follow [20] and call these the random walk and symmetric normalized Laplacian matrices.
Random Walk Normalized Laplacian
When modeling random walks on an unsigned graph G, the transition probability from node i to j is given by entries of the stochastic matrix D −1 A. This matrix also arises from Equation (2.2) as the eigenvalue equation
A is called the random walk Laplacian and is positive-semidefinite. Its signed counterpart is given byL rw = I −D −1 A. The random walk normalized Laplacian arises when considering random walks, but also when drawing graphs and when clustering using normalized cuts, as explained in Section 5.
Symmetric Normalized Laplacian Another signed Laplacian is given by
As with the unnormalized Laplacian matrix, we define an ordinary and a signed variant.
The ordinary variant only applies to graphs with positive edge weights. The normalized Laplacian matrices can be used instead of the combinatorial Laplacian matrices in most settings, with good results reported for graphs with very skewed degree distributions [8] .
Spectral Analysis
In this section, we prove that the signed Laplacian matrix L is positive-semidefinite, characterize the graphs for which it is positive-definite, and give the relationship between the eigenvalue decomposition of the signed Laplacian matrix and the eigenvalue decomposition of the corresponding unsigned Laplacian matrix. The characterization of the smallest eigenvalue ofL in terms of graph balance can be found in [12] .
Positive-semidefiniteness
Theorem 4.1. The signed Laplacian matrixL is positive-semidefinite for any graph G.
Proof. We write the Laplacian matrix as a sum over the edges of G:L =
V be a vertex-vector. By considering the bilinear form x TL(i,j) x, we see thatL (i,j) is positivesemidefinite:
We now consider the bilinear form x TL x:
It follows thatL is positive-semidefinite.
Another way to prove thatL is positive-semidefinite consists of expressing it using the incidence matrix of G. Assume that for each edge (i, j), an arbitrary orientation is chosen. Then we define the incidence matrix S ∈ R V ×E of G as
We now consider the product SS T ∈ R V ×V :
The nodes of a graph without negative cycles can be partitioned into two sets such that all edges inside of each group are positive and all edges between the two groups are negative. We call such a graph balanced, and the eigenvalue decomposition of its signed Laplacian matrix can be expressed as the modified eigenvalue decomposition of the corresponding unsigned graph's Laplacian.
for diagonal and off-diagonal entries, respectively. Therefore SS T =L, and it follows thatL is positivesemidefinite. This result is independent of the orientation chosen for S.
Positive-definiteness
We now show that, unlike the ordinary Laplacian matrix, the signed Laplacian matrix is strictly positive-definite for some graphs, including most real-world networks.
As with the ordinary Laplacian matrix, the spectrum of the signed Laplacian matrix of a disconnected graph is the union of the spectra of its connected components. This can be seen by noting that the Laplacian matrix of an unconnected graph has block-diagonal form, with each diagonal entry being the Laplacian matrix of a single component. Therefore, we will restrict ourselves to connected graphs. First, we define balanced graphs [11] . Definition 3. A connected graph with nonzero signed edge weights is balanced when its vertices can be partitioned into two groups such that all positive edges connect vertices within the same group, and all negative edges connect vertices of different groups. Figure 3 shows a balanced graph partitioned into two vertex sets. Equivalently, unbalanced graphs can be defined as those graphs containing a cycle with an odd number of negative edges, as shown in Figure 4 .
To prove that the balanced graphs are exactly those that do not contain cycles with an odd number of edges, consider that any cycle in a balanced graph has to cross sides an even number of times. On the other hand, any balanced graph can be partitioned into two vertex sets by depth-first traversal while assigning each vertex to a partition such that the balance property is fulfilled. Any inconsistency that arises during such a labeling leads to a cycle with an odd number of negative edges.
Using this definition, we can characterize the graphs for which the signed Laplacian matrix is positivedefinite. Proof. We show that if the bilinear form x TL x is zero for some x = 0, then a bipartition of the vertices as described above exists.
Let x TL x = 0. We have seen that for everyL (i,j) and any x, x TL(i,j) x ≥ 0. Therefore, we have for every edge (i, j)
In other words, two components of x are equal if the corresponding vertices are connected by a positive edge, and opposite to each other if the corresponding vertices are connected by a negative edge. Because the graph is connected, it follows that all |x i | must be equal. We can exclude the solution x i = 0 for all i because x is not the zero vector. Without loss of generality, we assume that |x i | = 1 for all i. Therefore, x gives a bipartition into vertices with x i = +1 and vertices with x i = −1, with the property that two vertices with the same value of x i are in the same partition and two vertices with opposite sign of x i are in different partitions, and therefore G is balanced.
Balanced Graphs
We now show how the spectrum and eigenvalues of the signed Laplacian of a balanced graph arise from the spectrum and the eigenvalues of the corresponding unsigned graph by multiplication of eigenvector components with ±1. Let G = (V, E, A) be a balanced graph with positive and negative edge weights and G = (V, E, A) the corresponding graph with positive edge weights given by A ij = |A ij |. Since G is balanced, there is a vector x ∈ {−1, +1}
V such that for all edges (i, j), sgn(A ij
We now show that UΛU T is an eigenvalue decomposition of L by showing that U is orthogonal. To see that the columns of U are indeed orthogonal, note that for any two column indices m = n, we have U
T ·m U ·n = 0 because U is orthogonal. Changing signs in U does not change the norm of each column vector, and thus L = UΛU T is a proper eigenvalue decomposition.
As shown in Section 4.2, the Laplacian matrix of an unbalanced graph is positive-definite and therefore its spectrum is different from that of the corresponding unsigned graph. Aggregating Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, we arrive at our main result. The spectra of several large unipartite and bipartite signed networks are plotted in Figure 5 . Table 1 gives the smallest Laplacian eigenvalues for some large networks. Jester is a bipartite user-item network of joke ratings [9] . MovieLens is the bipartite useritem network of signed movie ratings from GroupLens research 1 , released in three different sizes. The Slashdot Zoo is a social network with "friend" and "foe" links extracted from technology news website Slashdot [17] . Epinions is a signed user-user opinion network [21] . The smallest Laplacian eigenvalue is a characteristic value of the network denoting its balance. The higher the value the more unbalanced is the network [12] . All these large networks are unbalanced, and we can for instance observe that the social networks are more balanced than the rating networks.
Clustering
One of the main application areas of the graph Laplacian are clustering problems. In spectral clustering, the eigenvectors of matrices associated with a graph are used to partition the vertices of the graph into wellconnected groups. In this section, we show that in a graph with negatively weighted edges, spectral clustering algorithms correspond to finding clusters of vertices connected by positive edges, but not connected by negative edges. Spectral clustering algorithms are usually derived by formulating a minimum cut problem which is then relaxed. The choice of the cut function results in different spectral clustering algorithms. In all cases, the vertices of a given graph are mapped into the space spanned by the eigenvector components of a matrix associated with the graph.
We derive a signed extension of the ratio cut, which leads to clustering with the signed combinatorial LaplacianL. Analogous derivations are possible for the normalized Laplacians. We restrict our proofs to the case of 2-clustering. Higher-order clusterings can be derived analogously.
Unsigned Graphs
We first review the derivation of the ratio cut in unsigned graphs, which leads to a clustering based on the eigenvectors of L.
Let G = (V, E, A) be an unsigned graph. A cut of G is a partition of the vertices V = X ∪ Y . The weight of a cut is given by cut(X, Y ) = i∈X,j∈Y A ij . The cut measures how well two clusters are connected. Since we want to find two distinct groups of vertices, the cut must be minimized. Minimizing cut(X, Y ) however leads in most cases to solutions separating very few vertices from the rest of the graph. Therefore, the cut is usually divided by the size of the clusters, giving the ratio cut:
To get a clustering, we then solve the following optimization problem:
Let Y = V \ X, then this problem can be solved by expressing it in terms of the characteristic vector u of X defined by:
We observe that uLu T = 2|V | · RatioCut(X, Y ), and that i u i = 0, i.e. u is orthogonal to the constant vector. Denoting by U the vectors u of the form given in Equation (5.11) we have
This can be relaxed by removing the constraint u ∈ U, giving as solution the eigenvector of L having the smallest nonzero eigenvalue [20] . The next subsection gives an analogous derivation for signed graphs.
Signed Graphs
We now give a derivation of the ratio cut for signed graphs. Let G = (V, E, A) be a signed graph. We will write A + and A − for the adjacency matrices containing only positive and negative edges. In other words, A + ij = max(0, A ij ) and A − ij = max(0, −A ij ).
For convenience we define positive and negative cuts that only count positive and negative edges respectively:
In these definitions, we allow X and Y to be overlapping. For a vector u ∈ R V , we consider the bilinear form u TL u. As shown in Equation (4.9), this can be written in the following way:
For a given partition (X, Y ), let u ∈ R V be the following vector:
The corresponding bilinear form then becomes:
This leads us to define the following signed cut of (X, Y ):
and to define the signed ratio cut as follows:
Therefore, the following minimization problem solves the signed clustering problem, where U denotes vectors of the form given in Equation (5.12).
Note that we lose the orthogonality of u to the constant vector. This can be explained by the fact that when G contains negative edges, the smallest eigenvector can always be used for clustering: If G is balanced, the smallest eigenvalue is zero and its eigenvector equals (±1) and gives the two clusters separated by negative edges. If G is unbalanced, the smallest eigenvalue is larger than zero, so the constant vector plays no role. The signed cut scut(X, Y ) counts the number of positive edges that connect the two groups X and Y , and the number of negative edges that remain in each of these groups. Thus, minimizing the signed cut leads to clusterings where two groups are connected by few positive edges and contain few negative edges inside each group. This signed ratio cut generalizes the ratio cut of unsigned graphs and justifies the use of the signed LaplacianL for spectral clustering of signed graphs.
Normalized Laplacian
When instead of normalizing with the number of vertices |X| we normalize with the number of edges vol(X), the result is a spectral clustering algorithm based on the eigenvectors of D −1 A introduced by Shi and Malik [24] . The cuts normalized by vol(X) are called normalized cuts. In the signed case, the eigenvectors ofD −1 A lead to the signed normalized cut:
A similar derivation can be made for normalized cuts based onD −1/2 AD −1/2 , generalizing the spectral clustering method of Ng, Jordan and Weiss [22] . The following section gives an example of clustering a small, signed graph.
Anthropological Example
As an application of signed spectral clustering to real-world data, we present the dataset of [23] . This dataset describes the relations between sixteen tribal groups of the Eastern Central Highlands of New Guinea [10] . Relations between tribal groups in the Gahuku-Gama alliance structure can be friendly ("rova") or antagonistic ("hina"). We model the dataset as a graph with edge weights +1 for friendship and −1 for enmity.
The resulting graph contains cycles with an odd number of negative edges, and therefore its signed Laplacian matrix is positive-definite. We use the eigenvectors of the two smallest eigenvalues (1.04 and 2.10) to embed the graph into the plane. The result is shown in Figure 6 . We observe that indeed the positive (green) edges are short, and the negative (red) edges are long. Looking at only the positive edges, the drawing makes the two connected components easy to see. Looking at only the negative edges, we recognize that the tribal groups can be clustered into three groups, with no negative edges inside any group. These three groups correspond indeed to a higher-order grouping in the GahukuGama society [10] . An example on a larger network is shown in the next section, using the genre of movies in a user-item graph with positive and negative ratings.
Graph Kernels and Link Prediction
In this section, we describe Laplacian graph kernels that apply to graphs with negatively weighted edges. We first review ordinary Laplacian graph kernels, and then extend these to signed graphs. A kernel is a function of two variables k(x, y) that is symmetric, positive-semidefinite, and represents a measure of similarity in the space of its arguments. Graph kernels are defined on the vertices of a given graph, and are used for link prediction, classification and other machine learning problems.
Unsigned Laplacian Kernels
We briefly review three graph kernels based on the ordinary Laplacian matrix.
Commute time kernel The simplest graph kernel possible using L is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse L + . This kernel is called the commute time kernel due to its connection to random walks [7] . Alternatively, it can be described as the resistance distance kernel, based on interpreting the graph as a network of electrical resistances [14] . Regularized Laplacian kernel Regularizing the Laplacian kernel results in the regularized Laplacian graph kernel (I + αL) −1 , which is always positivedefinite [13] . α is the regularization parameter.
Heat diffusion kernel By considering a process of heat diffusion on a graph one arrives at the heat diffusion kernel exp(−αL) [15] .
Signed Laplacian Kernels
To apply the Laplacian graph kernels to signed graphs, we replace the ordinary Laplacian L by the signed LaplacianL.
Signed resistance distance In graphs with negative edge weights, the commute time kernel can be extended toL + . As noted in Section 4,L is positivedefinite for certain graphs, in which case the pseudoinverse reduces to the ordinary matrix inverse. The signed Laplacian graph kernel can also be interpreted as the signed resistance distance kernel [18] . A separate derivation of the signed resistance distance kernel is given in the next section.
Regularized Laplacian kernel For signed graphs, we define the regularized Laplacian kernel as (I + αL) −1 . Heat diffusion kernel We extend the heat diffusion kernel to signed graphs giving exp(−αL).
BecauseL is positive-semidefinite, it follows that all three kernels are also positive-semidefinite and indeed proper kernels.
In the following two subsections, we perform experiments in which we apply these signed Laplacian graph kernels to link sign prediction in unipartite and bipartite networks, respectively. Since these networks contain negatively weighted edges, we cannot apply the ordinary Laplacian graph kernels to them. Therefore, we compare the signed Laplacian graph kernels to other kernels defined for networks with negative edges.
Social Network Analysis
In this section, we apply the signed Laplacian kernels to the task of link sign prediction in the social network of user relationships in the Slashdot Zoo. The Slashdot Zoo consists of the relationships between users of the technology news site Slashdot. On Slashdot, users can tag other users as "friends" and "foes", giving rise to a network of users connected by two edge types [17] . We model friend links as having the weight +1 and foe links as having the weight −1. We ignore link direction, resulting in an undirected graph. The resulting network has 71,523 nodes and 488,440 edges, of which 24.1% are negative.
Evaluation Setup
As the task for evaluation, we choose the prediction of link sign. We split the edge set into a training and a test set, the test set containing 33% of all edges. In contrast to the usual task of link prediction, we do not try to predict whether a node is present in the test set, but only its weight.
As baseline kernels, we take the symmetric adjacency matrix A of the training set, compute its reduced eigenvalue decomposition A (k) = U ΛU T of rank k = 9, and use it to compute the following three link sign prediction functions:
Rank reduction The reduced eigenvalue decomposition A (k) itself can be used to compute a rank-k approximation of A. We use this approximation as the link sign prediction.
Power sum We use a polynomial of degree 4 of A (k) , the coefficients of which are determined empirically to give the most accurate link sign prediction by cross validation.
Matrix exponential We compute the exponential graph kernel exp(A (k) ) = U exp(Λ)U T , and use it for link prediction.
To evaluate the signed spectral approach, we use three graph kernels based on the signed Laplacian matrixL. These kernels are computed with the reduced eigenvalue decomposition ofL (k) = U ΛU T in which only the smallest k = 9 eigenvalues are kept.
Signed resistance distance The pseudoinverse of the signed LaplacianL + = U Λ + U T gives the signed resistance distance kernel. In this dataset, odd cycles exist, and soL is positive-definite. We thus use all eigenvectors ofL.
Signed regularized Laplacian By regularization we arrive at (I + αL) −1 = U (I + αΛ) −1 U T , the regularized Laplacian graph kernel.
Signed heat diffusion We compute the heat diffusion kernel given by exp(−αL) = U exp(−αΛ)U T .
Evaluation Results
As a measure of prediction accuracy, we use the root mean squared error (RMSE) [7] . The evaluation results are summarized in Table 7 . We observe that all three signed Laplacian graph kernels perform better than the baseline methods. The best performance is achieved by the signed regularized Laplacian kernel.
Collaborative Filtering
To evaluate the signed Laplacian graph kernel on a bipartite network, we chose the task of collaborative filtering on the MovieLens 100k corpus, as published by GroupLens Research. In a collaborative filtering setting, the network consists of users, items and ratings. Each rating is represented by an edge between a user and an item. The MovieLens 100k cor- Figure 8 shows the users and items of the MovieLens 100k corpus drawn with the method described in 2.2. We observe that the signed Laplacian graph drawing methods place movies on lines passing through the origin. These lines correspond to clusters in the underlying graph, as illustrated by the placement of the movies in the genre "adventure" in red.
Rating Prediction
The task of collaborative filtering consists of predicting the value of unknown ratings. To do that, we split the set of ratings into a training set and a test set. The test set contains 2% of all known ratings. Using the graph consisting of edges in the training set, we compute the signed Laplacian matrix, and use its inverse as a kernel for rating prediction. The collaborative filtering task consists of predicting the rating of edges.
Algorithms
In the setting of collaborative filtering, the graph G = (V, E, A) is bipartite, containing user-vertices, item-vertices, and edges between them. In the MovieLens 100k corpus, ratings are given on an integer scale from 1 to 5. We scale these ratings to be evenly distributed around zero, by taking the mean of user and item ratings. Let R ij ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be the rating by user i of item j, then we define
Where µ i and µ j are user and item means, and d i and d j are the number of rating given by each user or received by each item. The resulting adjacency matrix A is symmetric. We now describe the rating prediction algorithms we evaluate.
Mean As the first baseline algorithm, we use (µ i + µ j )/2 as the prediction.
Rank reduction As another baseline algorithm, we perform rank reduction on the symmetric matrix A by truncation of the eigenvalue decomposition A = U ΛU T to the k first eigenvectors and eigenvalues, giving
We vary the value of k between 1 and 120. As a prediction for the user-item pair (i, j), we use the corresponding value in A (k) . To that value, we add (µ u +µ i )/2 to scale the value back to the MovieLens rating scale.
Signed resistance distance kernel We use the signed Laplacian kernelK =L + for prediction. We compute the kernel on a rank-reduced eigenvalue decomposition ofL. As observed in Figure 8 , clusters of vertices tend to form lines through the origin. Therefore, we suspect that the distance of a single point to the origin does not matter to rating prediction, and we use Root mean squared error of the rating prediction algorithms in function of the reduced rank k. Lower values denote better prediction accuracy. the cosine similarity in the space spanned by the square root of the inverted Laplacian. This observation corresponds to established usage for the unsigned Laplacian graph kernel [7] .
Given the signed Laplacian matrixL with eigende-
T . Then, we normalize the rows of M to unit length to get the matrix N using
The cosine distance between any vertices i and j is then given by N i N T j , and N N T is our new kernel. As with simple rank reduction, we scale the result to the MovieLens rating scale by adding (µ u + µ i )/2.
The evaluation results are shown in Figure 9 . We observe that the signed Laplacian kernel has higher rating prediction accuracy than simple rank reduction and than the baseline algorithm. We also note that simple rank reduction achieves better accuracy for small values of k. All kernels display overfitting.
Electrical Networks
In this section, we complete the work of [18] by giving a derivation of the signed Laplacian matrixL in electrical networks with negative edges.
The resistance distance and heat diffusion kernels defined in the previous section are justified by physical interpretations. In the presence of signed edge weights, these interpretations still hold using the following formalism, which we describe in terms of electrical resistance networks.
A positive electrical resistance indicates that the potentials of two connected nodes will tend to each other: The smaller the resistance, the more both potentials approach each other. If the edge has negative weight, we can interpret the connection as consisting of a resistor of the corresponding positive weight in series with an inverting amplifier that guarantees its ends to have op- Figure 10 . In other words, two nodes connected by a negative edge will tend to opposite voltages.
Thus, a positive edge with weight +a is modeled by a resistor of resistance a and a negative edge with weight −a is modeled by a resistor of resistance a in series with a (hypothetical) electrical component that assures its ends have opposite electrical potential.
Electrical networks with such edges can be analysed in the following way. Let i be any node of an unsigned network. Then its electric potential is given by the mean of its neighbors' potentials, weighted by edge weights.
If edges have negative weights, the inversion of potentials results in the following equation:
Thus, electrical networks give the equationDv = Av and the matricesD −1 A andD − A. Because such an inverting amplifier needs the definition of a specific value of zero voltage, the resulting model loses one degree of freedom, explaining that in the general caseL has rank one greater than L.
Discussion
The various example applications in this paper show that signed graphs appear in many diverse spectral graph mining applications, and that they can be approached by defining a variant of the Laplacian matrixL. Although we used the notationL =D − A throughout this paper, we propose the notation L = D − A, since it does not interfere with unsigned graphs (in whichD = D) and because the matrix D − A is less useful for data mining applications 2 . This signed extension not only exists for the combinatorial Laplacian L but also for the two normalized Laplacians I − D −1 A and D −1/2 LD −1/2 . Spectral clustering of signed graphs is thus indeed possible using the intuitive measure of "cut" which counts positive edges between two clusters and negative edges inside each cluster. As for unsigned spectral clustering, the different Laplacian matrices correspond to ratio cuts and normalized cuts. For link prediction, we saw that the signed Laplacians can be used as kernels (since they are positive-semidefinite), and can replace graph kernels based on the adjacency matrix. This is especially true when the sign of edges is to be predicted. Finally, we derived the signed Laplacian using the application of graph drawing and electrical networks. These derivations should confirm that the definition L =D − A is to be preferred over L = D − A for signed graphs.
In all cases, we observed that when the graph is unbalanced, zero is not an eigenvalue of the Laplacian and thus its eigenvector can be used directly unlike the unsigned case when the eigenvector of least eigenvalue is trivial and can be ignored. For graph drawing, this results in the loss of translational invariance of the drawing, i.e. the drawing is placed relative to a point zero. For electrical networks, this results in the loss of invariance under addition of a constant to electrical potentials, since the inverting amplification depends on the chosen zero voltage.
